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4th DigLogs Newsletter
Welcome to the fourth edition of Newsletter series of
the DigLogs project!
DigLogs is a European project funded by the INTERREG Italy – Croatia CBC
Programme priority axis 4 - Maritime transport that aims to create technological
solutions, models and plans to establish the most advanced digitalized logistic
processes for multimodal freight transport and passengers’ services in the ItalyCroatia area. In this E-newsletter project, you will find interesting details on the
latest developments and upcoming events of the project.
The DigLogs project team!

Learn about our Research
WP3 Published “The Impact analyses of main
innovations of the sector”
ELEVANTE, in cooperation with the University of Trieste and other DIgilogs
patners, published a new deliverable on the “Impact analyses of main
innovations of the sector”.
The deliverable selects and extensively analyses the most promising
innovations affecting freight and/or passenger mobility in terms of:
informatisation processes
big data management
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In this Deliverable, the most attractive innovations currently available and
potentially transferable within three years to the Italy-Croatia region have been
analyzed. First, a best practice analysis is conducted on a number of alreadyon-going innovations (collected with Deliverables 3.x.1). The results are
presented in cards for each in-depth analysis of each innovation.
Secondly, in order to get an effective assessment on the transferability of these
innovations, an online questionnaire was developed in which each PP was
asked to rank the innovations on the basis of two criteria, e.g., their
importance and ease of implementation.
Based upon this transferability analysis for informatisation processes, the
most relevant innovation areas are document digitalization and the overall
integration of logistics processes across different actors, with a specific
focus on the Port Community Systems (PCS) Platform.
In the field of big data management, a number of tangible innovations are
considered

relevant

and

transferable,

including:

Big

data/data

management, Data standardization and Big Data Analytics.
Finally, in the field of systems automation, PPs are strongly interested in the
automation of the logistics chain in both freight and passenger sectors with a
particular focus on: Maritime transport chain, ETA, Delivery of Notification,
Automatic digital identification of passengers and Deliverables Planning.
Autonomous vehicles, or other automated devices (cranes, lifts, drones, etc.),
are judged to be difficult to deploy in the short term.
Read more by downloading:
Analyses of the most attractive informatisation processes already on-going and
directly transferable in the ITA-CRO area (Deliverable 3.1.2)
Analyses of the most attractive BIG DATA tools and practices already on-going
and directly transferable in the ITA-CRO area (Deliverable 3.2.2)

What’s Next?
Digilogs will continue its work on the main innovations in the sector by
completing the impact analyses and selection of the most attractive solutions to
deploy. Watch for our next updates in December!
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SCM Data Volume and Velocity vs. Variety

Updates on Events
Presentation of DigLogs project at 76th Venice
International Film Festival
During the International Venice Film Festival, Digilogs participated in the
dedicated session on “The cultural dimension of the European Interreg
cooperation Programme Italy – Croatia”. During the session, twelve ItalianCroatian projects were presented through short stories (e.g. videos, external
speakers, short documentaries). In alignment with the event’s theme, each
speaker presented the impacts of each project on the culture of the territory. Mr.
Luca Braidotti of University of Trieste presented the project DigLogs and its
impact on the flows, the environment and the territory. An overall presentation
of the the Programme was included. The audience was composed of the
partners of the project, both private and public, belonging to the areas
concerned.
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The DigLogs presentation at Venice International Film Festival 2019.

Second DigLogs partner meeting, Rovinj,
28th and 29th October
On 28th and 29th October 2019, the DigLogs partners will meet at Multimedia
Center (MMC in Rovinj for the second partner meeting. On 28th of October, the
partners will discuss WP1 Project management, WP2 Communication activities
and WP3 Impact analyses of main innovations of the sector. On 29th of
October, the partners will plan the detailed activities for the WP4 Deployment
roadmaps, with special attention on the upcoming SWOT analyses and on the
WP5 Testing phase. At the end of the partner meeting, a Steering Committee
meeting will be held.
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